
PROTECNIC PRODUCTS
Tambour doors KIT



TAMBOUR DOORS KIT

The most competitive solution

Protecnic tambour doors kit has two slat models. Its high level of technical development has allow 
us to offer profiles with an optimal quality/price relation, sustainning all the quality standards 
that our clients demand of us.

The tambour doors KIT offer:

Quality and design options.
Door sets fully assembled.
Completely mechanized end slats.

Designs & Finishes
We offer a wide range of designs currently 
consisting of 30 different designs.

According to the client’s needs, we can 
incorporate new and customized designs into 
our program.

Supply & packaging
The profiles are supplied crimped in boxes 
with 8 sets.
Custom lengths are cut to customized size.

Profiles:
051 / 064 - Supplied in 8 sets (16 doors) 600 mm 
wide.

Profile 064

Profile 051
Solid color
Decorated 50 X 8

98 X 12
Solid color
Decorated

Classification M1 by  UNE: 23727-90 1R



Track system
WOOD CABINET
This system is a set of 90º and 180º curves, which, combined with our guide profiles, allows us to 
offer the perfect guide system to be fitted into wooden cabinets.

We have the entire guide system both in 8mm (blind 051) and in 12mm (blind 064).

The entire system is made of polyamide PA6, to guarantee and improve the sliding of the set of 
tambour doors profiles.

COMPONENT
GUIDE FITTED WOODEN CABINETS

REF. SYSTEM 8 mm REF. SYSTEM 12 mm

Shutter guide profile 8 and 12 mm 053-000 052-000
Curve guide 90º 007-08 008-12
Curve guide 180ª 009-08 011-12
Center stop 13-080 14-12

Finishes

The entire guide system 
is supplied in black or 
graphite.

It is possible to 
incorporate new colors on 
customer demand.

Supply & packaging

All guide elements are supplied 
individually in boxes of 50 units.



Track system
STEEL
The system is composed of a set of pieces called spiral track, which have the spiral for rolling up 
the shutter profiles integrated.

We have spirals tracks for both sizes 8mm and 12mm.

The entire track system is made of polyamide PA6, to guarantee and improve the sliding of the 
set of tambour doors profiles. The tracks are screwed on a fixing wings located at the ends.

COMPONENTE
SCREWED TRACK - METAL CABINET

REF. SYSTEM 8 mm REF. SYSTEM 12 mm

Spiral track for cabinet 800 002-395 001-395
Spiral track for cabinet 1.000 002-495 001-495
Spiral track for cabinet 1.200 002-595 001-595
Centre stop 006-08 005-12

Finishes

The entire track system is 
supplied in black.

Supply & packaging

All guiding elements are administered 
individually in boxes of 100 units.



ACCESSORIES
This program has three types of handles, which can be completely personalized in an identical 
way to the profile of the tambour doors. In addition, within these options there are various levels 
of finish and resistance.
They are combined to obtain the result that the client looks for.

DESCRIPTION REFERENCE DRAW

End profile 054
054-000

Cover profile

Combine with handle 065
059-000

Cover profile
Magnetic closure
Combine with handle 065

063-000

Handle profile 057-000

Handle profile 065 065-000

Track adapter 8 mm 
Steel system 016-08

Track adapter 12 mm 
Steel system 015-12

Handle 017-A 017A

Handle 017-B 017B

Cam lock 018-A 018A







PROTECNIC
Innovating t ogether

Avda. Alemania,8, 03420
Castalla, (Alicante) Spain

Telp :   (+34) 965 561 206
Email :   info@protecnic.es

protecnic.es
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